
Description

The MCC series of Credit Card Exit
Stations has been developed to provide
parking operators with the ability to offer
a unmanned, cash-less revenue
collection system, while still providing
the necessary comprehensive
transaction reports and audit trail.  

The MCC Stations are unmanned and
can be used in single or multiple lane
facilities. At entry, the ticket data is
stored with the entry transaction data at
the Central Credit Card System Server.
The MEC* Entry Station then sends a
vend signal to open the entry gate.  At
exit, the patron inserts the ticket in the
motorized ticket mechanism. The data
on the ticket is read and the fee
computed. The MCC TICO exit station
then displays the  transaction total on
the LCD screen. The patron then inserts
a credit card. The system processes the
card and at request issues a receipt
upon valid credit card processing.
The MCC Exit Station then sends a
vend signal to open the exit gate.
Depending on connection speed and
credit card processing system, the
transaction can be as fast as 3 seconds.

Central Credit Card System
Server

The MCC series of Credit Card 

Exit Stations is designed to

communicate with the Central Credit
Card System Server, via TCP/IP.  The
Server features an integrated modem
and can accommodate up to 32 total
entry or exit lanes.  It can be
programmed for on-line (every
transaction) or batch transaction
authorization.  A high-speed online 
connection is required for the Central
Credit Card System Server.

Housing

The MCC series of Credit Card Exit
Stations are constructed from 14
gauge, galvanized, and phosphate
treated sheet steel with a stainless steel
base.  The to is made from high grade
stainless steel The entire housing is
powder coated with RAL polyester
powder. 

Standart features:

-TCP/IP connection
-Lighted patron interface buttons
-Lighted credit card insertion reader
-Convinient LCD user interface
-Pre-Setup for intercom 
-Robust design

Optional Features

- Custom Powder Coat Cabinet Colors
- Intercom System
- Access Proximity Reader
- Custom Software

- Custom Receipt Logo

Foundation

Thanks to dimensions & construction
that are identical to our MIB barriers, the
same kind of foundation is required for
the MCC series of Credit Card Entry &
Exit Stations.
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Technical Data:

Display
Voltage (VAC)
Frequency (Hz)
Communications
Weight
Housing

Width
Depth
Height

MCC87

LCD Backlit
115V AC

60
TCP/IP
100 lbs

13 3/4”
13 3/4”

50”



Subject to technical modifications.
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Intercom 
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customer interface 
display 

Ticket Insertion Slot 

Customer Interface/Face Plate layout

 Face Plate shown 
in Idle Mode 
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inserted 


